Forced assembly and mixing of melts via planar polymer micro-mixing
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A B S T R A C T

The ability to force immiscible polymers into specific, targeted structures would enable the generation of blends with tailored performance by exploiting the intimate relationship between structure and blend properties. Here we present a strategy for the forced assembly of immiscible polymers into targeted structures via development of a planar polymer micro-mixer (PPMM). The PPMM drives streams of molten polymer through mixing chambers, which are fabricated from metal shims that contain flow channels. By stacking the shims, complex 3D mixing flows can be generated. The advantages of this mixing technology include sample sizes significantly less than traditional micro-mixers (<100 mg), simple reconfiguration of the flow geometry, and optical access to the flow. Most significantly, it offers a path towards targeted blend structures rather than the more typical domain/matrix or random co-continuous ones. We observe the creation of multi-layers and coaxial cylinders in the first five mixing units, beyond that if interfacial tension and non-ideal flow tend to force the creation of mixed domain/matrix structures. The PPMM, along with the recently developed multi-sample micro-slit rheometer, is expected to be a key component of the “polymer processing lab-on-a-chip”.

Published by Elsevier Ltd.

1. Introduction

The blending of immiscible polymers by melt mixing is widely used in the polymer industry as a means to create materials with superior properties [1]. Significant research is devoted to the development of new polymers, their blending strategies, the resulting structure and the ultimate properties. It is well known that specific structures can enhance application specific properties; for example, a multi-layer structure may be desired to reduce gas transport [2], a co-continuous structure may be desired for a polymer scaffold pre-cursor for tissue engineering [3] and a domain/matrix structure is utilized to improve properties such as brittleness [4].

There are two issues associated with the development of new immiscible blends materials that we address in the current work. The first is the difficulty in generating complex and targeted structures. The second is the frequent gap between the quantity of materials available during the development of new polymers and the quantity needed for typical laboratory scale mixers. In the present work, we present a new strategy – based on a planar polymer micro-mixer (PPMM) – to create targeted structures from immiscible polymers. A significant benefit of this method in the materials development stage is that the PPMM is that the sample mass is orders of magnitude less than traditional polymer mixing technology and significantly smaller than even traditional micro-mixing.

2. Background

Conventional mixing technologies include both active and passive mixers. Active mixers include twin-screw extruders and mixing bowls [5,6]. Recent advances in active micro-scale mixers include the recirculating mixer by Son [7]. An example of a passive mixing technology is a single screw extruder followed by passive mixing elements which split and recombine (SAR) the flow stream numerous times. There are a few forced assembly methods already in existence in which engineered flow fields efficiently mix the polymers to create specific blend structures. Chaotic advection has been utilized to create a multi-layer structure. In one implementation, Zumbrunen et al. utilized two stir rods of circular cross-section and the rotation modes of the stir rods are altered in a fashion known to induce chaotic flow [8–10]. They observed a progression of morphologies, from a multi-layered structure to derivative ones such as multi-layer with holes, co-continuous and droplet/matrix. In a second class of forced assembly, a multi-layer structure was achieved by a SAR concept – flow from two separate extruders each containing a mutually immiscible polymer is combined and then flowed through a series of n SAR mixing elements – the total number of layers is $2^n$. Through proper design and balance of the viscosities,
a uniform multi-layer structure can be achieved [11]. These multi-layer structures can be engineered to possess spectacular optical and gas barrier properties [2] and also serve as model systems to study interfacial phenomena such as adhesion, interdiffusion, surface-nucleated crystallization and slippage [12–15]. The above methods produce multi-layers as their sole targeted structure and require 10 g – 1000 g of material.

Microfluidic mixing technologies fall at the other extreme from the high viscosity, temperature and mass throughput regime of polymer blend processing as they were initially developed to scale-down characterization and separation methods for limited quantity biological samples. A large literature has developed to address the question of mixing in microfluidic devices because the typical low viscosity fluids, which are simple to mix in macro-scale flows by large Reynolds number turbulence, are in the low Reynolds number regime in microfluidic geometries and one must resort to low Reynolds mixing strategies [16–18]. To date, microfluidic methods have not been applied to polymer blends.

A desirable feature of microfluidic methods is the relative ease in which complex flow geometries can be produced to manipulate flow for specific purposes – extensional flow regions, mixing regions, droplet formation regions and chemical reaction regions have all been demonstrated. Typical construction of microfluidic mixers is based on lithographic techniques adapted from the semiconductor industry [16–18] and there are two general classes of microfluidic mixers: passive and active.

In active mixers external fields such as pressure, temperature, electrohydrodynamic, dielectrophoretic, electrokinetic, magneto-hydrodynamic or acoustic drive the flow. Among active mixers, pulsed injection to produce alternating flow is a simple way to generate good mixing in a microchannel by controlling the flow rates or the pressures at the inlets of the channels without any moving parts. The mixing is obtained by the fluid deformation of the consecutive parabolic flow. This mixing effect was conceived for electrokinetic flow [19] and experimentally investigated by Glasgow and Aubry [20,21] by using aqueous solutions; the degree of mixing was analyzed by a computational fluid dynamics which included diffusive effects. A similar flow pattern in binary immiscible polymers can be obtained by a special arrangement of a material charge in the barrel of a flow tester or a capillary

![Fig. 1. Split and Recombine (SAR) mixer. (a) Photographs of the metal shims containing flow channels. (b) Schematic of three stacked shims and the resulting idealized flow in a configuration to generate parallel (left) and perpendicular (right) multi-layers.](image-url)
rheometer. The method involves stacking compression molded disks of two different materials in alternating order in the barrel [22]. The extrudate cross-section revealed an ordered coaxial structure.

Passive mixers have the advantage of simpler fabrication [17] and make use of geometric features in the flow geometry. Various mixing mechanisms have been adapted for passive micro-mixers such as flow focusing, flow separation, chaotic advection and splitting/recombination flow (SAR mixer). The SAR mixer is reliable and effective under low Reynolds number ($Re < 1$) conditions, as is typical in polymer melts processing. The SAR mixer can produce micrometer multi-layer structures simply by adding mixing units as the number of layers increases exponentially [23]. In addition, the SAR mixer can achieve mixing by chaotic advection [24–26] for microchannels in a low Reynolds number regime [27,28].

Here, we utilize concepts from both microfluidic and polymeric mixing to develop the PPMM. We demonstrate the PPMM in both a passive mode with three stacked shims and in an active mode with either one or three shims in conjunction with a staircase pressure profile. We target several structures: multi-layers, domain/matrix and multiple coaxial cylinders. For the multi-layer structures, we demonstrate methods to produce sheets that are both parallel and perpendicular to the sample geometry as well as methods to create both a constant multi-layer thickness and a gradient layer thickness.

Similar to the recently developed multi-sample micro-slit rheometer (MMR) [29], it is based on the simple pressure driven flow of molten polymer through metal shims which contain channels for directing the polymer flow. It is flexible in that the flow geometry can be reconfigured by removing the shims and replacing with others that contain different flow patterns. We ultimately envision the development of a "polymer processing lab-on-a-chip" technology, where complex manipulation, mixing and measurement all take place in one environment with volume requirements orders of magnitude lower than typical methods.

3. Mixer design

3.1. General platform

The PPMM is designed to for high temperature operation, mechanical simplicity, cleanability and optical access. The various low viscosity microfluidic mixing implementations presented in the previous section are not simply amenable to polymer melts due to their inability to function at the required temperatures and pressures. Our design is an extension of the recently developed MMR in which gas pressure forces multiple molten polymers to flow through straight channels that have been laser cut into a thin ($\approx 50 \mu m$) metal shim which is sandwiched between a sapphire window and a sample holding chamber. The PPMM differs first in that the shims are designed so that the different polymers can mix with each other as they traverse the channels. In the simplest case, the shims bring two polymer streams together in a T-junction. In the more general case, we utilize multiple stacked shims to achieve flexibility in the flow — using the analogy of a building where...
a shim represents a story in the building and a channel in a shim represents a corridor, we can say the polymer can flow through corridors in a floor, it can flow through shafts from one story to another, and it can flow through multi-story atriums. The second major modification that we make for the MMR is to allow independent pressure control of each sample holder, which is utilized in our demonstration of active mixing.

### 3.2. Passive SAR mixer

Three-dimensional flow channels are required to form a SAR mixer because the flow must be split, reoriented and recombined. The two-component SAR mixer is formed by stacking three stainless steel shims (50 μm in thickness each) in which channels are laser cut (FCT Assembly, 2 μm cutting resolution) as shown in Fig. 1. The shims are sandwiched between a sample holder and a sapphire window (see Fig. 2) and sealed by the mechanical forces of six screws supported at a retaining ring (not shown in Fig. 2). Nitrogen gas drives the molten polymer from the two sample holes into the flow channels. The flow pattern can be viewed from the window side and recorded by video camera.

**Fig. 1.** Shows the three-dimensional flow geometry that we utilize for the SAR mixer. There are two configurations; one which is designed to create multi-layers parallel to the shims and the other perpendicular. Regardless, the gas pressure to polymer A and polymer B at the sample holder is identical at any point in time (see Fig. 1). The parallel multi-layer is created by a series of n SAR units; in each unit the flow is split into two channels with a perpendicular cut, the height of each resultant channel is decreased in half, and then flow is recombined into one channel by placing one flow stream on top of the other. A similar scheme is employed for the perpendicular multi-layer structure but the axes of the splitting and recombination are rotated 90°. The parallel multi-layer configuration has a lower target thickness for a given number of SAR units because the initial thickness is less. Careful examination of Fig. 1 reveals that

**Fig. 5.** Morphology of PS/PP blend compounded by a mini-extruder at 20.94 rad/s (100 rpm) and 200 °C for 10 min.

**Fig. 6.** Split and recombine mixer in parallel multi-layer configuration. (a) Video micrograph of the flow channel — only the flow through the shim in contact with the sapphire window is visible. (b) SEM images of the cross-sections of the PS/PP samples at the 1st, 3rd, 5th, 6th, 8th and 10th mixing units. Whitening of the flow at the 5th downstream mixing unit in (a) reveals a breaking-up of structure from multi-layer to domain/matrix morphology, as confirmed in (b).
only three distinct shim patterns were used to create the two mixing configurations because the top and bottom shims are all identical - just their orientation varies.

3.3. Active mixer

In an active mixer, we blend the structure by dynamically controlling the inlet pressures at A and B. As we demonstrate, this provides a strategy to create structures that have a continuous gradient in layer thickness. We demonstrate this active mixer by supplying staircase pressure profiles to the inputs of A and B that are 180° out of phase with respect to each other (See Fig. 3) so that the pressure difference between the two inputs alternates in sign. There are two configurations for the shims, both based on a T-junction, one is called parallel (Fig. 3a) because the initial joining of polymers A and B occurs parallel to the shims and the other is called perpendicular (Fig. 3b). For the perpendicular configuration, the width to depth ratio of the channel is five. For the parallel configuration, the channel is formed by stacking three shims; the top and bottom are 50 μm thick and the middle is 25 μm. One can expect the mixing patterns and resultant morphologies of the blend to differ based on the joining direction of the flows at the T-junction.

To demonstrate how this flow profile can generate a gradient in layer thickness, we consider a simplified situation of a simple slit and quasi-steady state flow. The velocity profile of a power law fluid [30]is:

\[
\begin{align*}
    u(y) &= \frac{2n+1}{n+1} V \left[ 1 - \left( \frac{2y}{H} \right)^{\frac{1}{n}} \right] \\
    &= \frac{2n+1}{n+1} V \left[ 1 - \left( \frac{2y}{h} \right)^{\frac{1}{n}} \right]
\end{align*}
\]

(1)

where \(u(y)\) is the velocity at channel height \(y\) from a channel center, \(V\) is the average flow velocity, \(H\) is the channel height and \(n\) is the power law index. Equation (1) can be written in simple form by introducing the appropriate dimensionless parameters \(U(h)\) and \(h\) instead of \(u(y)\) and \(y\):

\[
    U(h) = 1 - h^{1 \frac{1}{n}}
\]

(2)

Assuming the initial flow profile is flat at the fluid inlet and ignoring the effect of the interfacial tension, the position of the fluid interfaces at each alternating time step would be obtained by determining the distance each fluid interface has traversed along the channel length.

\[
    L_i(h) = U(h) t_i
\]

(3)

Where \(L_i(h)\) and \(t_i\) are respectively the interface position at channel height \(h\) and time \(t\) at alternating feeding step \(i\). The inset of Fig. 4 shows the interface pattern obtained by Eq. (3) for ten alternating steps and power law index, \(n = 0.5\). The widths of the layers in the channel can be calculated from Eq. (3) by obtaining the distance between adjacent interfaces \(\Delta h_i = h_i + 1 - h_i\) between time step \(t_{i-1}\) and \(t_{i}\) at a given channel length. Fig. 4 shows the layer-widths between interfaces at channel lengths 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3 (channel length scale is 0–1). The layer-width is a maximum at the center and decreases continuously as a function of distance to the wall. Though the channels in this study are rectangular, the analysis here should capture the major structural trends.

3.4. Sample holder and pressure handling unit

The PPMM must produce the temperatures and pressures necessary to melt polymers and force them through the channels. Fig. 2 shows the sample holding unit which consists of two stainless steel plates; an upper one that interfaces with the high pressure tubes and a lower one that contains the four 50 μl sample holders. (In this study, only two of the four holders were used.) The lower sample plate has four channels on its top surface to guide the gas from the holes of the upper sample plate (which are connected by a high pressure tube to a high pressure nitrogen source) to the four sample holders of the lower plate. The four sample holders are connected, through the top plate plumbing, to individual pressure sources. The upper and lower plates are sealed by three stacked gaskets (polyimide film/copper shim/polyimide film). Fig. 2 shows our system for high pressure gas generation — it consists of a typical nitrogen gas cylinder/regulator (maximum 2 MPa) which feeds into a pressure booster (Curtiss-Wright Corporation, Sprague S-486-JN-30) and then into an electronic high pressure controller/regulator (Tescom, ER3020SL-1/26-1023D24A-568). The sample holders sit directly on top of the inlet holes in the shim slits. The assembly containing the sample holders, multi-shim channels and sapphire window are placed inside a stainless steel chamber which is wrapped in a band heater; the temperature is limited by the polyimide sheets to approximately 400 °C. Consequently, the high pressure and temperature capability of the platform make it suitable for most thermoplastics.

4. Experimental procedure

The polymer pair utilized in these experiments is polystyrene (PS) (Styron 666D, Dow Chemical) and polypropylene (PP) (Exceed 4062, Exxon) chosen in because their viscosities closely match each other over the shear rate range (0.1–200) s⁻¹ in shear rate at 200 °C [8] and there is image contrast between the two. For the passive mixing (SAR) experiments, a linearly increasing pressure profile (138 kPa/min) up to a maximum 6.9 MPa (at 50 min) at 200 °C was used in order to roughly maintain a constant averaged flow rate.
through the successive mixing elements. For the active mixing experiment, the period of the staircase is 1 min with step jump amplitude of 700 kPa.

Air bubbles were eliminated by first melting the samples in the sample holder inside a vacuum oven at 190 °C for 30 min. We note that short duration heating (just long enough to melt the polymers) followed by mechanical packing produced qualitatively similar results to those presented in this manuscript. During the loading and the assembly of the sample holder/shims/sapphire window assembly, the alignment of the three shims and sample holder are important. We simply place a few drop of distilled water between three shims and sample holder as a temporary adhesive which allowed manual alignment – the water was removed quickly by vaporization in the 200 °C sample chamber before applying any driving pressure. A video camera was used for the direct examination of the mixing pattern and scanning electron microscopy (Hitachi, S-4700, SEM) was used to view the strips. Molded strips are detached manually from the shims, embedded in epoxy and cryo-fractured prior to SEM observation. The shims are cleaned with toluene for later reuse.

For purposes of comparison, we also melt-mixed the PS/PP in a conventional twin-screw mini-mixer at 20.94 rad/s (100 rpm) and 200 °C for 10 min. We allowed a small quantity to extrude, quenched it and measured its blend structure by SEM as shown in Fig. 5. We observe a generic domain/matrix structure with average sizes (1.7 ± 1.6) μm. The domain sizes of Fig. 5 are measured and counted manually and processed by Excel function (Microsoft), STDEV.

5. Results and discussion

We first discuss the parallel stacking configuration, (shim design on bottom-left of Fig. 1). A top–down video micrograph taken at the end of the experiment is shown in Fig. 6a and SEM micrographs from six mixing units are shown in Fig. 6b. Up until the 5th mixing unit, a multi-layer pattern is observed although the layer thicknesses are not uniform. At the 5th unit the morphology varies from multi-layer in the central region of the cross-section to curved structures at the left and right regions. At the 6th mixing unit, the multi-layer pattern remains in the central region, but discrete domains are now visible on the sides. At the 8th and 10th unit, the
morphology is changed completely to the domain/matrix or co-
continuous pattern. This morphology change can be confirmed by
the whitening of the flow as seen in the video micrograph in Fig. 6a.

The white lines visible near the sides of the 4th and 5th mixing
units are caused by regions where there are highly curved struc-
tures that scatter light. The mixture becomes increasingly white at
progressively larger n indicating the transitions from multi-layer to
curved. We note that the whitening seen in Fig. 6a is visible during
the flow process and the degree of whitening does not change
considerable during the cool-down phase. Thus the preponderance
of the highly curved structures seen in the SEM is most likely
caused during the processing as opposed to the cool-down phase
(where some annealing will nevertheless occur).

The morphology evolution of the blend in the parallel stacking
configuration has been summarized in Fig. 7. In a rectangular
channel, the edge of the multi-layer cannot maintain its rectangular
shape due to interfacial tension and secondary flows in the corner.
Therefore, the multi-layer structure breaks up first in the corner as
shown in 5th edge SEM image of Fig. 6b. In the corner of a rectan-
gular channel, edges of layers fuse and are folded into each other,
consequently, a large domain can be separated easily from the inner
multi-layer because a separated domain is thermodynamically
more preferential than the multi-layer structure. This morpholog-
transition propagates continuously and irreversibly in the inner
direction of the channel. We also note in Fig. 6b that the multi-layer
breaks up in the 5th and 6th mixing unit in the immediate vicinity
of the top and bottom walls before breakup occurs in the central
region. While the shear rate is greatest in the near wall regions, the
flow velocity is least, thus the allowing more time for any potential
disturbance in the flow to distort the layers and initiate a breakup
[10,31]. We hypothesize that the disturbance that initiates the
breakup is the sudden area change in cross-section that occurs in
each mixing unit.

Note that the distribution of the domain sizes of the mixture in
the 8th and 10th sections is bimodal (many small domains and
a few large domains). This is consistent with a previous observation
that when the multi-layer structure is broken during flow, a pop-
ulation of smaller particles is formed because of the Rayleigh
instability and a second population of larger particles is formed by
a relaxation mechanism [14] of multi-layer breakup and the corner
effect as previously described.

The perpendicular stacking configuration is the second passive
mixer that we examined with our immiscible blend of PP/PS (shim
layout shown in bottom-right of Fig. 1). In the video micrograph of
the flow pattern, Fig. 8a, we observe an increasing number of white
lines as a function of mixing unit until approximately the 5th, when
they can no longer be resolved. The presence of a white line in the
flow, as early as the first unit, indicates that the interface between
the PP and PS is curved rather than flat. Therefore, one can conclude
that the number of layers, and the degree of mixing, is increasing
through the first five units, but not as simply as the idealized picture
of Fig. 1. Fig. 8b shows the cross-sectional SEM results at the
3rd, 5th, 8th and 10th mixing units. The idealized multi-layers are
not present even at the 3rd unit, but rather a cylindrical
morphology is observed. The interfacial tension and non-ideal SAR
flow between the PS and PP hinder the formation of the rectangular
multi-layers.

In both passive configurations, the intermediate structures are
reflective of the ideal configurations while the ultimate structures
are domain/matrix structures. These observations can be attributed
to two primary factors. First, the idealized structures of Fig. 1 would
occur only under ideal SAR flow conditions. The effects of non-
idealized flow become magnified as a result of the repetitive nature
of the mixing units. Second, the structure is ultimately unstable
with respect to the formation of domains, the capillary number
Ca ≈ 1, based on the typical operating condition of the experiments
(viscosity = 6000 kPa at γ = 1 s⁻¹ [12], interfacial tension between
PP and PS of approximately 0.06 N/m [32], average flow velocity of
10 μm/s and slit height of 50 μm) which means that domains can in
principle grow to a size of roughly 50 μm.

The active mixer based on the staircase pressure profiles into the
PS and PP sample chambers (Fig. 9a and b) provides a means for
generating a different class of structure. One advantage of the active
mode over passive is that one can create blends with structural
variation in the flow direction by applying temporally varying
pressure fields, such as those applied here. In the perpendicular
configuration (Fig. 9a1), the variation of structure along the flow
direction can be seen in the photograph. In the idealized structure,
each parabolic curve is the front of PP penetrating into PS, or vice-versa. In the SEM micrograph (Fig. 9b:I), one can observe a single coaxial structure. In the case of the lateral configuration, the paraboloid front is observed to migrate from one side of the channel to the other as the injection pressure changes from one polymer to the other. This migration leads to multiple coaxial structures, as observed in the SEMs of Fig. 9b(I and III). The video micrograph shows that further downstream, the flow front is white, indicating a breakup of the coaxial structures of Fig. 9a(I and III).

Fig. 10 shows more detail about the morphology progress of the parallel configuration. As explained with Fig. 4, the scissoring action of the interfaces make the layer thickness near the wall thin enough to break up the layer structure effectively. The portion of thin layers across the whole cross-section increases gradually along the channel length, therefore, the region of the fine domain/matrix also increases gradually along the channel. Further, as shown in Fig. 4, only few numbers of coaxial interfaces can be found because most layers are squeezed near the wall. Regarding such a mixing characteristics, we can say that this alternating mixer produces a gradient in the layer thickness and thus an uneven mixing profile across the cross-section of the channel. A Newtonian fluid is predicted to have less of a gradient in this mixer because the velocity profile is not plug-like.

6. Summary and conclusions

We have demonstrated that small quantities (<100 mg) of immiscible polymers can be intimately mixed in a planar polymer micro-mixer (PPMM) and that one can utilize the flow to force specific structural morphologies in the blend. The advantages of this technology over existing mixing technologies include smaller material quantity (approximately 50 mg compared to 5 g), and, ability to structure the blend into targeted structures and the easy reconfiguration of the flow field through modification of the shim channels. We demonstrated this concept in a model passive mixer in a 3D split and recombine flow, as well as in an active mixer with the T-channel geometry. The results indicate that good mixing was achieved. Furthermore, the creation of specific and targeted morphologies such as multi-layers with constant thickness, multi-layers with gradients in layer thickness, long cylinders or coaxial cylinder, and of course the domain/matrix or co-continuous morphology during the mixing process is achievable. The SEM micrographs at the consecutive mixing units allow one to reconstruct the evolution of the morphology. In the SAR mixer, the multi-layer structures break up first in the side corner of the rectangular channel, next, near the wall, then propagate rapidly to the inner section. In the alternating feeding mixer, breakup of multi-layer occurs intensively at the vicinity of the channel wall, then the region of the fine domain/matrix propagates gradually along the channel downstream.

Further development of the PPMM requires advancements across several areas: flow modeling, mechanical testing and determination of confinement effects. For flow modeling, realization of the full potential for targeted structures will require flow modeling incorporating interfacial tension and elastic effects. Due to the relative ease of designing and cutting flow channels, one can imagine an iterative process between modeling, fabrication and testing.

The second required development of micro-mechanical testing is facilitated by the fact that the PPMM can mold samples into specific forms—such as dogbone—that are amenable to downstream testing of mechanical properties. This would be important in order to close the loop between structure, processing and mechanical properties. While mechanical testing of the blend structures is beyond the scope of this manuscript, it is an essential element to the overall technological platform. It is hoped this work, along with micro-molding in general, will motivate the development of micro-scale mechanical testing instruments.

The third area for future development is to utilize wall and confinement effects. We note that compared to traditional macro-scale mixing, much of the sample is in close proximity to a wall. Indeed, it has been shown in the case of simple shear flow between parallel plates, that the morphology of a blend can be strongly influenced by confinement effects when the size of a typical domain is similar to that of a typical flow channel. New structures were observed such as strings, “pearl-necklaces” and layered droplets [33–35]. In the present case, the flow is driven by pressure and so there is a range of shear rates across the gap. It would be quite interesting to determine whether new structures can be generated in pressure driven flow.

We envision that the PPMM will be a component of a “polymer processing lab-on-a-chip” technology, where complex measurement and processing operations take place over length and mass scales that are orders of magnitude smaller than previous methods. Beyond structuring of blends, we anticipate that with the platform developed can be adapted to an assorted of measurement challenges in polymer processing including polymeric droplet dynamics, interfacial tension, compatibilization and interfacial reactions.